
collaborative partner in your independence
SUCCESSION PLANNING

A Call to Action

According to “The 2019 FA Insights Study of Advisory 
Firms: People and Pay,” a decade ago, less than 

a third of firms had an adequate succession plan in 

place. Today 44% of firms report they either have a 

working plan in place or have recently implemented 

their succession plan. That’s good news, but the 

other 55% of firms currently without an adequate plan 

remain a significant concern.  

In the “2017 FA Insights Succession Planning Survey” 

advisors cited the following as the most difficult to 

solve as they progress on this journey:

1. Prioritizing succession planning over other 

business issues

2. Putting a team in place that can sustain the firm 

after the current owner departs

3. Dedicating time to work on succession planning

4. Identifying or developing a suitable successor

Far too often attrition is an advisor’s 

exit plan, whether by design or not.  FP 

Transitions estimates 80% of advisors 

exit by attrition.  Attrition happens as an 

advisor gets older and is unable to work 

as much or as attentively as they once did.  

The business starts to shed clients and 

revenue, and value declines, sometimes 

sharply. Advisors who exit through attrition 

end up receiving only a fraction of what 

their business was once worth, and often 

the remaining clients are left without the 

financial advice they relied on.  

A Warning

Looking to the future, about two-thirds of firms (64%) 

see developing an internal successor as their primary 

succession solution. However, one-third of firms, who 

anticipate an internal successor will be their solution, 

have yet to act in developing one. Another 45% 

have only loosely defined development plans. The 

preference to groom a successor internally will require 

firms to build out mentoring and training programs 

and make a strong commitment to developing talent.
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for more information 

Call: 703.748.5838
Email: scott.fewin@spireip.com
Visit: spireip.com
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Spire Can Help

Spire Investment Partners does not consider an exit 

plan by attrition an option.  Over the years, Spire has 

been involved in 18 succession plan events. Because 

no two deals are alike, Spire has garnered considerable 

expertise to help advisors achieve success, both as 

buyers and sellers. Spire’s expertise includes:

�� External Purchases and Internal Successions

�� Practice Valuations

�� Asset Purchase Agreements

�� Seller and Bank Financing Options

�� Performance-Based Promissory Notes

�� Earn-Out Arrangements

�� Revenue-Sharing or Fee-Splitting Arrangements

�� Shared-Risk / Shared-Reward Agreements

A Final Word

The traditional view of succession planning focuses 

on an exit strategy for a firm owner. Succession in a 

broader context should cover contingency plans for 

the unexpected vacancy of any business-critical role 

with the firm, including team members who are not 

owners. Such planning will help minimize the short-

term business disruption often experienced with an 

unforeseen departure. Business critical roles include 

any position that heavily influences firm success. If a 

key employee unexpectedly left tomorrow, is there 

someone who can step into their shoes with minimal 

impact? Their departure, in the short term, could 

result in increased firm expenses, reduced income or 

decreased productivity.

About Spire Investment Partners 

Spire Investment Partners is a turnkey resource for financial advisors who desire products, services and technologies 

to grow their practice. Since 1997, Spire Investment Partners has offered solutions that enable advisors’ independence 

and entrepreneurship. Our framework for success revolutionizes the ways advisors are supported and supervised.

Spire welcomes conversations with advisors, 

who have worked hard over the years to build 

their practice and want to discuss options to 

monetize their efforts.
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